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Anchor Lead:
Hi I’m Patrick Harwood for C-of-C Scene. It was eight years ago today…September 11, 2001…that the horrific terror attacks on America took place…killing thousands. Eight years later…the War on Terror continues. Most of the students here at the College of Charleston were 10…11…12 years old when 9-11 happened. They’ve grown up with the War on Terror. So today on this eighth anniversary…how do these young people feel about the War on Terror…are we winning? Can we win? Is America doing the right thing?

Person on the Street Comments—at least five (add in and outcues later)

Anchor Tag:
The College of Charleston student body….like the country at large…is divided on the merits and success of the U-S led War on Terror. But on today’s eight year anniversary of the 9-11 attacks…no one can argue the scale of this tragedy. Nearly three thousand people would die as a result of the three airline attacks. Think of this year’s freshman class at the College…22-hundred strong…add 800 more students…all being wiped out…leaving their families and friends to grieve and pick up the pieces. For C-of-C Scene…I’m Patrick Harwood
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